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Welcome back, how have
you been? Well we’ve been
very busy so sit back, unwind
and let us show you all we 
have to offer. 



Sleek, elegant, defined, redesigned





Nebula Crib

The award-winning designed bedside crib for newborn babies shows both a modern and contemporary design and
features practical functionality so ticks all boxes.   A stylish wood effect finish frame and soft dove grey
fabrics ensure the Nebula will look fabulous in any home setting.  Drop side features enable bedside sleeping which
not only helps develop a strong bond with baby, but allows peace of mind knowing your baby is safely next to you.
Fully height adjustable to suit different bed heights when using the supplied fitting straps and also features an adjustable incline
to allow a tilt position which is benificial for babies suffering from reflux, colds and helps digestion.  
A unique feature of the Nebula is the ability to extend the lower section which gives multi use options. Storage for when theA unique feature of the Nebula is the ability to extend the lower section which gives multi use options. Storage for when the
crib is being used or a handy play pen to allow young babies to play safely inside. 

Can be used for babies up to 9kg in crib mode, and up to 15kg when in playpen mode
Side sleeping allows you to sleep close to baby and develop a stronger bond
Adjustable height allowing you to match the base height to your bed
Adjustable incline allowing the crib to tilt to help with digestion, reflux and colds
Converts into a stylish playpen or storage section
Handy wheels for quiet moving around
Easy to assemble and disassemble compactly Easy to assemble and disassemble compactly 
Includes storage / carry bag and mattress



The range of Push Me Pace Travel systems offers something
for everyone.  Available in three brand new designs sure to
please and delight.  Quality finishes and practical solutions on
this stylish travel system that features a car seat that is Isofix
compatible and includes so many features that this is sure to
be the destination choice for your newborn baby. Features 
luxury soft quilted fabrics on a high-quality gun metalluxury soft quilted fabrics on a high-quality gun metal
chassis and classy grey with chocolate brown
finish leather trims. 

Sleek and practical full travel system including 0+ Infant

Carrier Car Seat

2 in 1 reversible seat unit that converts from carry cot

to stroller seat

Lightweight chassis with full suspension and quick release

front swivel wheels that folds easily

Adjustable stroller handle height optionsAdjustable stroller handle height options

Leather finish bumper bar and handle grips for stylish

and practical use

Stroller seat features multi lie back positions

Suitable from birth to an upper weight of 22kgs

Supplied with reversible padded seat liners included for

both stroller and car seat

Soft padded leg rest support in stroller seatSoft padded leg rest support in stroller seat

Stroller canopy is fully extendable with concealed zip

sections, viewing see through flap and a retractable sun visor section

Infant Carrier includes head support for new born babies 

Isofix compatible with optional purchase

Full 5-point safety harness in both stroller and car seat 

Finished in luxury soft touch fabrics

Includes full raincover and stroller front apron Includes full raincover and stroller front apron 

Push Me Pace Icon



Lauren,  Bristol



Rocki Push Me Pace



Push Me Lite Summer Stripe

Push Me Lite 2 U Midnight

Push Me Kwik

Push Me Metro

Push Me Quatro Humbug

Push Me Lite 2 U Plum

The Push Me Lite in the Summer Stripe design is perfect as a
lightweight holiday buggy and to keep as a spare buggy

for quick jaunts. As with all Red Kite buggies, the Push Me Lite comes
with swivel wheels as standard to give a smooth ride. The bright and

cheerful coloured design will cheer up any summer
day and is a practical and simple to use buggy.

With its lockable swivel wheels and 5 point harness your little one
will be kept secure as well as comfortable in the deep padded seat. 
With the 2 position recline they can easily take a comfortable nap
on those long strolls and when its time to go home there is a simple 

folding mechanism for ease of use and storage.
As you would expect from a Red Kite product the Push Me 2U is great

quality at a reasonable price and featured in 2 stylish colours.quality at a reasonable price and featured in 2 stylish colours.

The Push Me 2U is a great two position stroller that is modern
practical and stylish. It features a deep padded seat for slightly
older babies and toddlers and it is suitable from 6 months.
A detachable hood and additional rain cover make this stroller
suitable for all weather conditions and the shopping basket
allows for extra storage whilst you're out and about.

The Push Me Kwik, the new city busting stroller from Red Kite.
This amazing super lightweight compact stroller features a

whole host of cool features from soft padded seating for nap
times, one-handed pushing, adjustable leg rest and large
shopping basket. This street ready stroller is sure to help

you when out and about.  Suitable from
newborn until toddler age delivers on style, practicality and value. newborn until toddler age delivers on style, practicality and value. 

Suitable from birth, the Quatro is packed full of features such as a
multi position lie back seat recline which is suitable for new born
babies until your toddler is around 15kgs. The lockable swivel wheels
ensure a smooth and steady ride for baby. The large seat unit is
padded and includes a padded leg support which gives a lot of
comfort when used for toddlers.  Also comes with an extendable
sun canopy and features a handy carry handle. sun canopy and features a handy carry handle. 

Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk

The Push Me Metro is our lightweight tri-wheel stroller with a sleek sporty
design perfect for city and countryside alike.

Featuring a deep and wide padded seat this means
even toddlers will happily be pushed around in the Metro
and also has an adjustable leg rest as part of the seat

section. Easy to fold with the simple hand fold mechanism will
be really welcomed when you want to fold the stroller away in transit.be really welcomed when you want to fold the stroller away in transit.



Push Me Savanna

Push Me Twini

Push Me Pace Amber

Push Me Pace Shadow
Showcasing an amazing exclusive design fabric with contrast
lining sets this apart from the rest. Grey, tan and cream feature in
the striking design on both stroller and car seat. A smart silver tone
chassis finishes this classy stroller. Quality finishes and practical
solutions on this stylish travel system that features a car seat that is
Isofix compatible and includes so many features that this is
sure to be the destination choice for your newborn baby. sure to be the destination choice for your newborn baby. 

Embrace your wild side in our Push Me Savanna Travel System.
Take to the streets and show off those Zebra stripes. Suitable

from birth with a whole host of features and modes to use, let the
adventures begin!  A 2 in 1 seat unit easily converts from carry

cot for new borns to stroller mode for older babies and toddlers. Easy to fit
onto the smart black matte finish chassis and can be rear

or forward facing.  A generous proportioned seat includes reversibleor forward facing.  A generous proportioned seat includes reversible
additional seat liners.

The Red Kite Push Me Twini is a twin-seated stroller with independent
reclining seats and 4 wheels to ensure
even weight distribution and excellent manoeuvrability.
For added convenience, the Push Me Twini folds
down to a compact size for easy transportation and storage.

The range of Push Me Pace Travel systems offers something for everyone.
Quality finishes and practical solutions on this stylish travel system that

features a car seat that is Isofix compatible and includes
so many features that this is sure to be the destination

choice for your newborn baby. Rose gold tone accents with subtle
tint edges to the chassis, hood and stroller trims.

On a stunning all black gloss frame with stylish black premium fabrics.On a stunning all black gloss frame with stylish black premium fabrics.



Daniel - Gloucester





Raincover 
Shopping basket
Extendable hood
Bumper bar

Suitable from birth to approx 15kg
Twin stroller
4 wheels ensure even weight distribution
Independent reclining seats
Multiple lie back options for snoozy babies
Front swivel wheels with quick release
Independent bumper barsIndependent bumper bars
Compact fold for easy storage
5 point harness
Super lightweight

Push Me PacePush Me Savanna

Push Me PacePush Me Twini

Amber & ShadowTravel System

Isofix

Compatible with Red Kite Push Me Pace 0+ Car Seat 
Easy Lock n Go Seat fitting system

Only use in front seat if there is no active air bag
Colour coded locking for easy and safe installation in car

Suitable from birth to approx 22kg
Lightweight multi position lie back stroller
Includes useful shopping basket
Folds easily for handy storage and carrying
Lockable front swivel wheels
Quick release wheels
Seat unit converts to pram modeSeat unit converts to pram mode
Easily removable bumper bar
Reversible seat unit

Car seat and adaptors
Raincover
Shopping basket
Extendable hood
Bumper bar
Seat and car seat liner 
Swivel wheelsSwivel wheels
Shopping basket
Hood and raincover

Includes full raincover and stroller front apron 





Feed Me Compact Pretty Kitty

Pod Booster

Feed Me Compact Ships Ahoy

Feed Me Deli Peppermint Trail

A simple and practical compact folding
highchair that is suitable from six months of age.

The Feed Me Compact has a large and padded wipe clean seat for
easy cleaning that will come in very handy.

The Feed Me Compact has a useful foot rest for toddlers to give support.
The large feeding tray includes an inset section for a drinking cup.
Available in Peppermint Trail, Ships Ahoy and Pretty Kitty designs.Available in Peppermint Trail, Ships Ahoy and Pretty Kitty designs.

A simple and practical compact folding
highchair that is suitable from six months of age.

The Feed Me Compact has a large and padded wipe clean seat for
easy cleaning that will come in very handy.

The Feed Me Compact has a useful foot rest for
toddlers to give support.

The large feeding tray includes an inset section for a drinking cup.The large feeding tray includes an inset section for a drinking cup.
Available in Peppermint Trail, Ships Ahoy and Pretty Kitty designs. Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk

A simple and practical compact folding
highchair that is suitable from six months of age.
The Feed Me Compact has a large and padded wipe clean seat for
easy cleaning that will come in very handy.
The Feed Me Compact has a useful foot rest for toddlers to
give support. The large feeding tray includes an inset
section for a drinking cup. Available in Peppermint Trail,section for a drinking cup. Available in Peppermint Trail,
Ships Ahoy and Pretty Kitty designs.

A stylish and practical new booster seat that is a 2 in 1 floor and
seat booster in one.   Smartly finished in clean white and grey seat

insert and supplied with both safety three-point harness for baby and
also seat fitting straps to allow for safe to table seat options.  Suitable
from 3 months due to the deep back support, the Pod Booster is a

really flexible modern feeding choice.

The Feed Me Deli Hi Lo highchair available in our fabulous
Peppermint Trail design.
This easy to use and perfect for any occasion highchair is suitable
from 6 months of age. The Feed Me Deli has a large and
well-padded wipe clean seat that is easy to keep clean.  
Fully adjustable 6-point height adjustment to allow for various ways to
encourage happy meal times both at the table and from theencourage happy meal times both at the table and from the
floor.  If baby nods off for a nap, the Feed Me Deli can also be
reclined slightly to 3 different lie back positions. 



Pod Booster

Jenn - Nottingham



Feed Me Compact

Pod Booster

Feed Me Deli

Peppermint Trail/Pretty Kitty/Ships Ahoy

Peppermint Trail

Pretty Kitty

Ships Ahoy

Peppermint Trail

Suitable from 6 months 
Multi position height adjustable seat

Removable and washable tray with cup holder
Reclining seat for tired babies
Easily foldable for storage

Fully padded seat with practical wipe clean vinyl
Removable inset trayRemovable inset tray

5 point harness
Tray can be stored on back when not in use

Suitable from 6 months
Large feeding tray with drink cup insert that is easy to wipe clean
Easy to fold for handy storage
Features foot rest
5 point safety harness
Fully padded seat with practical wipe clean vinyl

Suitable from 3 months
Floor seat with friction strips to avoid

excess movement in use
Seat booster supplied with fitting safety straps

Removable padded seat insert for when baby grows
Easy to remove large wipeable feeding tray

5 point harness
Removable inset tray

Pod seat with padded
removable seat insert

Large feeding tray

Fitted with three-point
safety harness

Additional safety fitting
straps for use on a chairstraps for use on a chair





The Cozy Bounce in Linen is a gorgeous bouncer that is perfect for both play
time and nap time. Offering a soft, comfortable bouncer chair with padded
head support essential for new born babies as well as an adjustable 3-point harness
and non slip feet for added safety; this bouncer is perfect to offer both comfort
and security for your little one. The Cozy Bounce includes a detachable toy bar
with coordinating toys that include rattles and teethers for fun play and to aid
your baby’s sensory development whilst the easy to operate musical lullabiesyour baby’s sensory development whilst the easy to operate musical lullabies
and soft vibrate options allow for soothing relaxation just in time for that nap.

The Lullaby Swing is perfect for entertaining and
calming baby anywhere. With a portable and compact

design, the Lullaby Swing folds easily making storage and travelling simple.
The detachable toy bar sits above the swing seat, allowing your little one to

interact with the fun hanging toys aimed at developing your baby's sensory skills.
Sumptuously padded seat and additional head hugger

for new born support means a soft and comfortable experience for baby. for new born support means a soft and comfortable experience for baby. 

The Bambino Bouncer is a generous and comfortable first
bouncer that is suitable from birth. Simple and easy to use

and assemble in a cute grey elephant
character design sure to keep baby happy.  Ideal first gift suggestion. 



Dreamer Bedside Crib

The award winning Sleeptight Travel Cot from Red Kite has been designed to be super simple to both assemble
and to fold down, making it the perfect choice to use on holidays, whilst visiting friends and family or for your own home.
The cot is easy to fold away and store compactly in the handy protector cover provided. It has padded top rails to ensure your child is
protected from any sharp or hard materials if they stand up and has easy view mesh sides giving you a simple way to check on your child. 

The Dreamer Bedside Travel Crib is the new updated version
of an old favourite but with the massive additional feature of
including a drop side to allow for bedside safe sleeping. 

Still the same practical size and easy to assemble features, but
with new soft grey premium quilted fabrics on the top rails
and soft mattress, the Dreamer Bedside Crib is an amazing
value travel option.  value travel option.  

The dropside means baby can co sleep next to parents
allowing for strong bonds to develop and gives peace
of mind to parents. 
Supplied with new born bassinette for young
babies and is easy to fit to the main travel crib. Designed to be
both simple to assemble and multi positioning this cot is easy to
fold away in its carry bag allowing for hassle free travels. Thefold away in its carry bag allowing for hassle free travels. The
padded top rails ensure protection from any hard materials and
has easy view mesh you can keep a close eye on your little ones
as they play. With mattress included and extra
storage under the bassinette and pockets, the Dreamer Bedside
Crib is a perfect choice for your holidays, visiting friends and family
or for your own home.



Leah - Dorset



Toy bar with toys
Head hugger
Musical melody with vibration unit

Suitable from birth to approx 9kg
Bouncer chair with padded support
Padded head hugger for additional support
Detachable toy bar
Detachable engaging toys with rattle and squeaker
Musical and soft vibrate options
Adjustable 3 point safety harnessAdjustable 3 point safety harness
Non slip feet for added safety

Black/Grey/Raspberry/Blueberry

Linen

Linen

Elephant

Lullaby SwingBambino Bouncer

Cozy Bounce 

Suitable from birth to approx 9kg
With a portable and

compact design, the Lullaby Swing folds
compactly to make storage and travelling easy

Two toys are included, with rattling and
squeaking noises to keep your little one occupied

Includes a five-point harness, a head hugger and cushionedIncludes a five-point harness, a head hugger and cushioned
insert ensuring comfort whilst playing, swinging and napping

3 swing timer settings and musical melodies

Toy bar with toys
Head hugger

Timer with 3 settings
Musical melodies

Suitable from birth to approx 15kg
Easy and fast to assemble
Fully padded top rails
Easy view mesh panels
Carry bag for easy travel

Padded mattress for a comfy nights sleep

Mattress
Carry bag

Suitable from birth
Generous and comfy seat
Non slip rubber feet
Easy to assemble
3 point harness
Crotch pad
Supplied in colour gloss display box perfectSupplied in colour gloss display box perfect
for a gift idea

Sleeptight Travel Cot 

Black

Blueberry

Grey Raspberry



Suitable from birth to approx. 15kg
Luxury travel crib ideal for new born babies and young toddlers
Dropside to allow for bedside co sleeping
Easy to attach and remove bassinette
Padded mattress base to fit both crib and the bassinette
Padded and quilted top rails to allow protection to toddlers
Handy storage space under the bassinetteHandy storage space under the bassinette
Storage pockets
Carry handles 

Bassinette with mattress
Protective Cover

Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk





Baby Go Round Jive Peppermint Trail

Baby Go Round Jive Unicorn

Baby Go Round Twist Forest

Baby Go Round Twist Spots

The Baby Go Round Jive from Red Kite is a bright and
colourful walker that is suitable from 6 months.

The Jive includes an electronic activity tray that has been designed
to engage and entertain little ones.
This brilliant walker features a 3 height

adjustable frame that allows your baby to grow alongside the product.

This brilliant baby walker features a 3-height adjustable frame that
allows your baby to grow alongside the product.
Baby’s safety is paramount and the walker has been developed
to put parents and carers at ease with the extra deep padded seat
for full back support and comfort. The Baby Go Round Jive walker
has an extra safety function built in with a stop 'n' go base.

Setting the Twist walker apart from the others in the range is the
ability to choose between a static or rocking base. As you would
expect from Red Kite, changing between the two options is easy
and simple with an intuitive sliding mechanism located at the bottom
of the walker and when in the rocker mode this can be used with
the footpad supplied and extra stability is assured with the handy
anti slip base. anti slip base. 

The Baby Go Round Twist 2 in 1 walker that has been
thoughtfully designed to help your baby towards their

all-important first steps. Bright, colourful and cheery, the Twist walker
is sure to brighten up your baby's day.

The Baby Go Round Twist has 3 height options meaning that little
ones can grow alongside the walker and with the stop 'n' go

base, we have you covered for that extra bit of safety.base, we have you covered for that extra bit of safety.



Baby Go Round Race

Baby Go Round Jumparound Peppermint
Trail

Baby Go Round Play Centre
The Baby Go Round Play Centre is Red Kite's ultimate walker that
has been thoughtfully designed to help your baby towards their
all-important first steps.  Can be used as a baby walker, converts easily
into a rocker base, a static station and a push long with walking
handle for when baby is just able to start to walk independently.
Bright, colourful and cheery, this product is sure to brighten up your
baby's day and gives so many options. The brilliant electronic play traybaby's day and gives so many options. The brilliant electronic play tray
is jam packed with activities to entertain and stimulate your baby
with a variety of fun toys, musical functions and independent toys. The
play tray can be removed if desired to allow baby to play with
their own toys. 

The sporty car themed Baby Go Round Race walker will
appeal to all babies with its bright and sport race track themed
colours.  Suitable for babies from approx. 6 months of age, the
Race walker features a musical and interactive dashboard

play tray that includes race car sounds, a moveable
gear stick and pretend key fob that is bound to keep

baby happy for ages.  Lights, a steering wheel with hornbaby happy for ages.  Lights, a steering wheel with horn
and a cute handy wing

mirror will make sure baby is amused and entertained!

The Baby Go Round Jumparound is suitable from 6 months once baby is
starting to gain some independence.  Featuring a multi-functional

bouncy jumper station loaded with features and functions that will help
with your child’s sensory development skills. With a 360 degree

fully rotating padded seat, stimulating moving and musical toys to
play with that light up & play sounds that baby can interact

and learn from. MP3 compatible means playing yoursand learn from. MP3 compatible means playing yours
or baby’s favourite tunes.

Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk
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Removable electronic traySuitable from 6 months
Musical electronic activity tray
Removable play tray to use baby's own toys if desired
3 height adjustable frame
Extra deep padded seat for full back support
Stop 'n' go base for extra safety

Baby Go Round TwistBaby Go Round Jive

Baby Go Round TwistBaby Go Round Jive

Spot

Forest

Peppermint Trail

Unicorn

Suitable from 6 months
Musical electronic activity tray

Removable play tray to use baby's own toys if desired
3 height adjustable frame

Extra deep padded seat for full back support
Stop 'n' go base for extra safety

Suitable from 6 months 
2 in 1 stylish walker or rocker 

Choice of walker or rocker function
Musical and interactive functions in play tray

3 height adjustable frame
Deep padded seat with back support
Stop 'n' go base for extra safetyStop 'n' go base for extra safety
Folds compactly for storage

Removable electronic tray
Detachable toy
Comfy foot pad

Removable electronic tray
Detachable toy
Comfy foot pad

Suitable from 6 months
Musical electronic activity tray
Removable play tray to use baby's own toys if desired
3 height adjustable frame
Extra deep padded seat for full back support
Stop 'n' go base for extra safety

Removable electronic tray



Baby Go RoundBaby Go Round Race

Baby Go Round

Play Centre Under The Sea

Jumparound Peppermint Trail

Suitable from 6 months
Action packed 4 in 1 activity play centre

Choice of walker, static, rocker and push along functions
Push along handle to aid baby’s first steps
Includes detachable whale toy for extra fun

Musical and interactive functions
3 position height adjustable3 position height adjustable

Stop 'n' go base for extra safety
Padded 360-degree seat unit.
Folds compactly for storage 

Removable electronic tray
Removable mat

Pull n go removable Whale toy

Suitable from 6 months
Multi-functional jumper station that has loads

of features and functions
360-degree rotational padded seat for all around fun play time

Includes lots of interesting and stimulating electronic features including lights and sounds and interactive toys
Bouncy action gives more fun whilst helping co-ordination in baby

Adjustable height to suit the growing babyAdjustable height to suit the growing baby
AUX input to play your own music

Removable electronic tray
Detachable toy

Suitable from 6 months
Musical electronic car themed activity tray
Removable play tray to use baby's own toys if desired
3 height adjustable frame
Extra deep padded seat for full back support
Stop 'n' go base for extra safety
Folds compactly for storageFolds compactly for storage

Removable electronic tray





Sit Me Up Peppermint Trail

Spiraloo Peppermint Trail

Clip On Book

Bunny Comforter

Harry Hedgehog

Ollie OwlCharlie Caterpillar

Ball Playgym Peppermint Trail

The Sit Me Up Peppermint Trail is an amazingly
popular hero in our fabulous award-winning Peppermint Trail range.

The simple and clever inflatable horseshoe shaped seat
unit has a detachable play tray that features a first book toy

crinkle fabrics and mirrors for lots of cute play fun.  It’s guaranteed
to keep your little one entertained while also helping them sit up

and learn co-ordination skills. and learn co-ordination skills. 

The Clip On Activity Book, part of our fabulous award
winning Peppermint Trail range.

First story picture book that includes several pages of cute
characters and fun activities such as hide n seek

mirrors and squeakers.  Includes a handy teething section and
can be clipped onto canopies and bumper bars of strollers.

The Spiraloo Peppermint Trail toy is part of our fabulous
award-winning Peppermint Trail range.
The wrap around Spiraloo includes lots of cute and friendly
characters which enables lots of play activities.  Squeakers, rattle toys
mirrors and textured fabrics all feature in this popular and
clever toy.  Easy to wrap around the handles of strollers and car
seats when out and about.seats when out and about.

Charlie Caterpillar, part of our award-winning
Peppermint Trail range.
Lots of fun play time to be shared with this cute new friend. 
Suitable from birth and includes vibrating toys and lots of activities
and teethers.  Packaged in colour gloss box for an ideal first gift. 

The Ollie Owl Clip On, part of our award-winning
Peppermint Trail range.

A cute clip on toy that includes a large teether, great for
young babies to chew on and help soothe any sore gums. 
Also includes a vibrating pulling section.  Can clip onto
canopies of strollers and bumper bars.

The Bunny Comforter, part of our award-winning Peppermint
Trail range.

Soft and cuddly fabrics will give baby lots of comfort when tired
or wanting a little nap. Cute bunny rabbit themed toy that
includes squeakers to make baby smile.

The Harry Hedgehog Clip On Toy, part of our fabulous award
winning Peppermint Trail Range.

Featuring tactile fabrics that baby will love
and a musical rattle play toy.  Includes handy teething rings and
can be easily clipped onto canopies and bumper bars of strollers

The Ball Play Gym has fast become a popular winner in
the Peppermint Trail range. Suitable from birth, this unique

2 in 1 play gym has a soft play mat includes that has overhead bars
with hanging detachable play toys. This unique design

can convert simply into a ball pool play section with raised
sides for even more fun play time. 

Supplied with small plastic balls in their own handy carry bag. Supplied with small plastic balls in their own handy carry bag. 



Sit Me Up Dreamy Meadow

Playgym Dreamy Meadow

Playgym Safari

Spiraloo Dreamy Meadow

The Sit Me Up Dreamy Meadow is an ever-popular hero in our fabulous
award-winning Dreamy Meadow range.

The simple and clever inflatable horseshoe shaped seat unit has a
detachable play tray that features a first book toy, crinkle fabrics and
mirrors for lots of cute play fun.  It’s guaranteed to keep your little one

entertained while also helping them sit up and learn co-ordination skills. 

The Spiraloo Dreamy Meadow
toy is part of our fabulous award-winning Dreamy Meadow range.

The wrap around Spiraloo includes lots of cute and friendly
characters which enables lots of play activities.  Squeakers, rattle toys,
mirrors and textured fabrics all feature in this popular and clever toy. 
Easy to wrap around the handles of strollers and car seats when out
and about and also looks great on cot and crib sides in the nursery.  and about and also looks great on cot and crib sides in the nursery.  

The Play Gym Dreamy Meadow is part of our fabulous award-winning
Dreamy Meadow range. The floor play mat has a variety of textured
fabrics for tactile stimulation for baby and includes hidden squeakers
and crinkle fabrics for play time.  The sumptuous padded pillows
surrounding the play gym give both support and protection when
baby is on the mat.  The overhead toy bar is fitted with extra
hanging toys that includes teethers and noises to amuse. This play gymhanging toys that includes teethers and noises to amuse. This play gym
is suitable from birth until baby is crawling and able to roll over.

The Safari Playgym is a great first play gym for young babies.
Bright and stimulating bold colours and designs that feature cheerful
animal characters.  Padded for comfort and also has large
sumptuous padded pillow support surrounding the edge of the
play gym. 

Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk
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Suitable from birth
Multi-functional use
Easy to wrap around handles and cot sides 
Includes cute characters and stimulating play features 
Supplied in colour gloss box suitable for gift idea

Suitable from birth
Comfortable and padded to cradle your baby securely
Can be used without arches as your baby grows for tummy 
time play and for sitting and playing
Converts easily from a raised side ball play gym to a 
floor play gym providing amazing value 2 in 1 play time.
Includes handy carry bag for plastic balls toysIncludes handy carry bag for plastic balls toys
Detachable toys and arches

Sit Me Up Charlie Caterpillar

Spiraloo Clip On Book

Bunny ComforterBall Playgym

Peppermint Trail

Peppermint Trail

Peppermint Trail Peppermint Trail

Peppermint Trail

Peppermint Trail

Suitable from 9 months
Easy to assemble
Detachable learning toys
Soft fabrics for comfort
Perfectly packaged in colour gloss box idea for a gift

Suitable from birth
Moderrn prints

Aiding baby development

Suitable from birth
Moderrn prints

Aiding baby development
Scrunchy centre

Attaches to your travel systems

Suitable from birth
Moderrn prints

Aiding baby development
Soft luxury fabrics

Attaches to your travel systems



Suitable from birth
Moderrn prints
Aiding baby development

Harry Hedgehog Playgym

Owlie Owl Spiraloo

Playgym Sit Me Up

Dreamy Meadow

Dreamy Meadow

Peppermint Trail

Peppermint Trail

Safari Dreamy Meadow

Suitable from birth
Moderrn prints
Aiding baby development

Padded playgym with detachable hanging toys 
Improve their hand/eye coordination

Comfortable and padded to cradle your baby securely
Can be used without arches as your baby grows
for tummy time play and for sitting and playing

Suitable from birth
Multi-functional use

Easy to wrap around handles and cot sides 
Includes cute characters and stimulating play features 
Supplied in colour gloss box suitable for gift idea

Suitable from 9 months
Easy to assemble

Detachable learning toys
Soft fabrics for comfort

Perfect packaged in colour gloss box idea for a gift

Padded playgym with detachable hanging toys 
Improve their hand/eye coordination
Comfortable and padded to cradle your baby securely
Can be used without arches as your baby grows
for tummy time play and for sitting and playing





Strollshade

Travel Booster

Ara Carrier

Baby On Board

Universal Raincover

Universal Parasol

Junior Footmuff

The Strollshade is a convenient
and safe way to protect baby when out walking in sunlight. 

The full cover ensures no direct rays can
reach baby so this gives the ultimate protection from harmful rays. 

Easy to fit with Velcro attachments means the Strollshade
can fit most buggies and strollers with hoods.

Introducing the new award-winning Ara Carrier by Red Kite.
This snazzy Carrier features a whole host of positions for you and your
baby to provide the comfort and style you both need. Whether
facing the world ahead, nestled into you falling asleep on your
chest or just wanting to watch the world pass by behind you,

this carrier has it all. With wide padded shoulder and waist straps to help
you on your way. It's time to strap up and embraceyou on your way. It's time to strap up and embrace

... The Ara Carrier!

The Red Kite Travel Booster is a compact and super light portable
booster seat that is perfect for meal times on the go. Safety straps
and adjustable 3-point harness ensure that your little one is safe and
secure at all times. The lightweight foam cushion with non-slip rubber
feet is comfortable to sit on and the wipe clean fabric is easy to keep clean.
The Red Kite Travel Booster converts smartly into a stylish bag with
shoulder strap and features a handy storage pocket for all ofshoulder strap and features a handy storage pocket for all of
baby’s essentials.

A lightweight parasol with a universal clamp that will fit most pushchairs
and strollers. Multi directional adjusting means you can shade
baby from strong sunshine and also helps overheating. 
Includes UPF 50+ lining fabric for extra protection.

Check out more info at www.redkitebaby.co.uk

The Baby On Board sign is a must have travel accessory for little explorers.
It compliments a wide range of car windows and is guaranteed to
demand attention and alert people of the precious cargo on board.

The Red Kite Universal Raincover is a great little piece
of kit to help keep the bad weather out and

to help keep your child protected from wet and windy conditions.
A must for any parent or carer taking little ones out in the

cold weather - the Red Kite Universal Raincover
keeps little ones warm and dry when out and about.

Suitable for most umbrella folding pushchairs and strollers with hoodsSuitable for most umbrella folding pushchairs and strollers with hoods
and is quick and easy to put on and remove.

The Junior Footmuff is a generous sized footmuff
for young toddlers and older babies to snuggle

into and keep warm when out and about in a stroller. High quality
fabric and fleece liner with a useful front heavy-duty zip opening

meaning you can move any sleepy toddlers without disturbing them. A
useful drawstring feature enables a snug fit and can be adjusted around
the head for extra warmth during chilly trips outside. The Junior Footmuffthe head for extra warmth during chilly trips outside. The Junior Footmuff

has openings to enable safe fitting with the 5-point safety harness.



Folding Sunshades

Harness & Reins

Bristol Changing Bag

On The Go Travel Mat

Dinosaur Backpack & Reins

Mermaid Backpack & ReinsCosy Toes Black

Wrist Link

Everyone enjoys the sunshine and with the Folding
Sunshades from Red Kite, little ones can enjoy the warmth safely.

Two sunshades are included which allows protection from
UV rays from different angles and with the window

suction clip, this is easy to achieve. Make sure baby is protected when
out and about on car journeys in the warmer, brighter weather.

The Red Kite Harness and Reins are suitable from birth to be used as
a safety restraint for little ones. The walking rein included allows for
slightly older toddlers to gain their independence whilst keeping hold
of them in a safe and controlled manner.
Available in classic black with intertwined reflective stripe for even
more visibility and protection in darker conditions.

A super soft padded fleece lined cosy toes to fit most strollers and
buggies.  Gives snug protection for baby when out during colder
months.  Easy to fit with use of the stroller safety harness.
The front cover zips off to leave a comfy fleece liner for baby to sit
in when not so cold. 

Practical and cute backpack for young toddlers keen to get some
independence. Includes a harness for safety and a walking rein to
allow toddlers to develop some freedom under supervision.
Useful for carrying small items such as those must take toys for
play dates or a tasty snack! With the cute Mermaid design this
backpack is perfect for an adventure outside.

The Red Kite Bristol Bag is a fashionable
satchel style changing bag. A practical and contemporary
solution to carry all of baby’s necessities that includes lots of

storage to carry the essentials needed when out on your travels. 

Practical and cute backpack for young toddlers keen to get
some independence. Includes a harness for safety and a walking rein

to allow toddlers to develop some freedom under supervision.
Useful for carrying small items

such as those must take toys for play dates or a tasty snack! With the
adorable Dinosaur this backpack is perfect for an adventure outside.

An amazing practical travel solution when out and about.
The On the Go Change mat is a small travel bag that unwraps in
seconds to reveal a handy small change mat surface for hygienic
changing when travelling.  Easy to wipe-clean and features pouches
and pockets for baby’s changing essentials.  
Finished in a soft dove grey fabric and includes handy carry clips
that can be used to hang onto your strollerthat can be used to hang onto your stroller

The Red Kite Wrist Link enables extra independence
for your explorers with peace of mind for parents and carers.

Suitable from 6 months, the child and adult wrist band
is part of the wrist link that

has an adjustable length rein to keep the child safe and sound.
This is an ideal solution for any parent or carer allowing

there little one to become more independent when out and about.there little one to become more independent when out and about.



Tom - Devon



Suitible from 6 months
Soft and comfortable foam seat
Safe and secure with non-slip feet
Light and compact
Carry handles
Storage pocket
Great for use on holidays and travelGreat for use on holidays and travel

Cosy universal stroller footmuff to keep baby snug
and secure while out and about
Fleece lined to keep your little one snug and warm
Includes a useful bag for storage on the move
Front zip opening to allow for easy access 
Generous size for young toddlers
Allows fitting with the 5 point safety harnessAllows fitting with the 5 point safety harness
Handy drawstring feature to create a cocoon shaped hood

Harness & Reins
Suitable from birth

Safety harness and reins to help
keep your adventurous toddler safe

Wrist Link

Suitable from 6 months
Adjustable wrist link to allow added

independence for explorative little people

Cosy Toes Black
Sumptuously comfy soft lined fleece cosy toe

Well-padded and generous size to fit most strollers 
Front cover zips off to leave seat liner

Slots to enable
fitting of the stroller safety harness

Provides shade
Keeps sun out of baby's eyes

Easily attaches to window with suction pad
Easily foldable for storage

Folding Sunshades

Universal Raincover

Universal Parasol

UPF 50+ lined parasol to give maximum protection
Universal clamp
Modern design 

Black colour option to suit most strollers 

Essential for wet and windy conditions
Fits a wide range of strollers and forward facing

pushchairs with hoods

Strollshade

Travel Booster

Ara Carrier

Baby On BoardJunior Footmuff

Double zipped front section to allow for different levels
of protection and also makes moving baby out of the stroller
much easier.
Easy to fit onto most stroller, prams and pushchairs
Air permeable mesh fabric allows fresh air to feed through to
baby but also gives protection to wind chill or small insects
Folds into the supplied handy carry bag for storageFolds into the supplied handy carry bag for storage
Fashionable grey colour option to suit most strollers 
Gives sun protection – UPF 50+ 

Suitable from birth
Front parent/outward facing and back carry
positions
Wide padded shoulder and waist straps
Useful easy access pocket on front of carrier
Supports hip-healthy "M" shape position
for baby's comfort and ergonomics for baby's comfort and ergonomics 
Endorsed by the International Hip Dysplasia
Institute 

Early warning sign alerts other
drivers of your precious cargo
Easily attaches to most rear windscreens



Fold out changing mat and travel bag
Super-sized foldable changing mat
Takes just seconds to unwrap and use
Clip on strap to hang from your pram or pushchair
Features compartments for nappies and wipes
Perfect for when you and baby are on the go

Bristol Changing Bag Dinosaur Backpack
& Reins

Mermaid Backpack
& Reins

On The Go Travel Mat

A fashionable and contemporary solution to
carrying all of baby's necessities
Ample room for all of baby's needs
Includes padded changing mat
Features useful bottle pocket
Padded shoulder strap
Includes foldable changing matIncludes foldable changing mat

Practical and cute backpack for young toddlers
keen to get some independence.
Includes harness for safety
Walking rein
Includes a handy pocket for drink bottles
Cute Dinosaur design

Practical and cute backpack for young toddlers
keen to get some independence.
Includes harness for safety
Walking rein
Includes a handy pocket for drink bottles
Cute Mermaid design
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